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In order to make contributions to the "Unanimous Uprising" phase to be realized from Jan. 20 to Jan. 27, 1966, the MY THO Province VC Committee has decided to shell.

MY THO City, CHAN PHUC LIEU American billet, and DONG TAM base in DINH TUONG Village, and to launch continuous sabotage raids on National Route No. 4 during the mentioned period.
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SUBJECT: The VC of MO CAY District making boast about the building up of a strategic unit.

DATE AND PLACE ACQUIRED:

SOURCE DESCRIPTION:

The VC Committee of MO CAY District (Kien Hoa) just ordered its subordinate agencies and cadres to open study sessions on the subject "The building up of a strategic unit" with a view to welcoming the so-called "Victorious Spring" and to responding to the "Unanimous Uprising phase" initiated from Jan. 20 to Jan. 27, 1968 by the VC Committee of BEN THE Province. The VC made known that a unit equipped with strategic weapons will jump off into operation one of these days to annihilate the U.S. forces in the name of the socialist bloc's struggle for world peace.

Put to a preliminary trial, the mentioned weapons had destroyed 2 warships in BEN THE waters and at HAM LUONG river mouth recently.
Following are the tasks the VC Committee of No CAY District dictated to its cadres in the district town:

- To urgently complete the collection of personal data of RVN civil servants in the district town who are possibly to be taken in the machinery of the prospective coalition government.

- To review and ascertain the total quantity of troops and armaments on hand in the district town.

- To assure the motivation of 30 puppet soldiers and employees, and the desertion of 40 puppet soldiers, from now till the opening of the operation.

- According to the VC, after all U.S and puppet forces in South Vietnam have been completely defeated the "Revolutionary Government" will make its appearance before the public in SAIGON and CHO LON and a huge demonstration will storm in the capital from all directions to welcome the new government (coalition government).

Besides, the VC will rain mortar shells into No CAY District town and launch attacks against posts and guard houses in the whole district from Jan. 20 to Jan. 28, 1968.